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Xellia Pharmaceuticals
and LEMAN in a new, global cooperation
THE PERFECT MATCH BETWEEN LOGISTICS AND TRUST
Xellia is a leading pharmaceutical company specialising in providing antiinfective treatments against serious and often life-threatening infections, why it is
imperative that the logistics always works. ”We are rapidly developing, and for
the next few years many new initiatives are being developed. It is important that
Xellia can quickly adapt to the regulatory focus of the authorities, the strong competition and the need for flexibility. As a partner, LEMAN has proved to fit perfectly
into our strategy, with their good understanding of the pharmaceutical world, high
flexibility and optimisation focus. LEMAN’s ability to understand our requirements
is a demanding task, which is handled with professionalism, drive and humour,”
says Thomas Lundegaard, Global Category Manager from Xellia.
INVESTING IN PHARMA LOGISTICS
A complex supply chain requires customer adapted logistics. This is why
LEMAN has dedicated a number of specialists, in order to find the best solution
for Xellia. ”Our primary approach to the pharmaceutical market is, that we must
never compromise on quality. The partnership with Xellia is therefore not static,
but must be evaluated and optimised continuously, so we can always obtain and
deliver the best logistics solutions,” says Gert Christiansen, Nordic Sales Manager
for LEMAN Pharma Healthcare.
Thomas Krøyer, CEO at LEMAN, adds: ”LEMAN’s central focus is on pharma logistics. During the recent years, we have made significant investments to be able to
offer the pharmaceutical industry a professional solution. The future cooperation
with Xellia now clearly demonstrates that our investments have been successful.”
ABOUT LEMAN
LEMAN is a well-known Danish transport and logistics company with over 115
years of experience and history. LEMAN currently provides ultramodern logistics,
transport services and customised pharma solutions. The company employs over
700 employees at headquarters in Denmark and in Sweden, Norway, Finland, England and the United States.
For further information, please contact CEO of the LEMAN Group, Thomas Krøyer.

